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Background: Work on human remains and old biological samples is a potential source of contamination by
conventional or atypical infectious agents. Similarly, current and future environmental changes are a source of
resurgence of ancient epidemic diseases. To what extent are anthropologists sorcerer apprentices (especially
those working on ancient samples, i.e. paleo-anthropologists)? Are ancient skeletons, palaeosols and museum
objects with a biological component at risk for current populations? Unless there are unfounded fears and
undue risk…What can be learned from the recent scientific literature and the common sense of the researchers?
Methods:Wehave attempted to compile data from the literature and fromour personal experience in thefields of
anthropology, clinical medicine and epidemiology, in order to grasp the reality of the risk to the human popula-
tion.
Results: It appears that the risk is real, but extremely limited. Specific and simple protective measures must be
taken in terms of overall and individual health, both in the field and in the laboratory.
Conclusion: These data are important for the internist, due to the possibility of atypical infections, both in special-
ized workers and in populations at risk (environmental context).

© 2017 European Federation of Internal Medicine. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

To what extent are anthropologists sorcerer apprentices (especially
those working on ancient samples, i.e. paleo-anthropologists)? Are
ancient skeletons, palaeosols and museum objects with a biological
component at risk for current populations? Unless there are unfounded
fears and undue risk… What can be learned from the recent scientific
literature and the common sense of the researchers?

2. Field anthropology

Publications have already shown the persistence of infectious agents
in permafrost [1–4]. The “resuscitation” of a seed preserved for about
30,000 years in the Siberian permafrost [5] opened the door to disciplin-
ary fields stemming frommedicine andmolecular biology: if a plant can
be regenerated, why not a virus, a bacterium or another parasite? This
layer of permanently frozen ground can measure up to 1.5 km-thick in

Siberia, but each summer, the active layer is melting, rests-ending pre-
viously sequestered (frozen?) microorganisms. It could be up to 2.5 m
thick! Archaeological excavations and worse, open-pit mining involve
the handling of large volumes of permafrost (the Mirny mine, the larg-
est artificial cavity in theworld, requiredmillion tons of Eastern Siberian
permafrost to be excavated!), thus raising the potential risk of resur-
gence of past infectious agents. Until now, only innocuous viruses
(infecting amoeba!) have been revived: Pithovirus sibericum [6],
Mollivirus sibericum [7]. But quid of those that might have infected
past human and animal populations? In 2016, an anthrax epidemic
affected reindeer herders in Russia (the bacterium was a strain from
1914); [8] this phenomenon is well known and considered recurrent
by epidemiologists and local populations [9,10].

Luckily, these areas were almost deserted. However, this might
quickly change with themelting of sea ice opening the way to the ship-
ping of the large equipment necessary for various industrial exploita-
tions, as well as to the many workers that they will employ. Each
erosion of permafrost potentially constitutes a breach in a past infec-
tious pool. What allows survival is the cold, lack of oxygen and obscuri-
ty. The old exhumedmicrobes are quickly sterilized (this happens every
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summer) as soon as they get to the surface. On the other hand, the risk is
real for workers in immediate contact with permafrost which has just
been excavated.

The causes of the disappearance of Neanderthal populations (around
30,000 years ago) are still unknown, but the infectious hypothesis is not
excluded (virus or bacteria) [11]. In this case, is there not a real risk of
exhuming such ancient infectious agents, that may prove even more
dreadful to Homo sapiens, especially if our species was never in contact
with them?

Now started, the development of human industrial activities in the
arctic will be hard to stop. However, if bizarre or atypical infections
occur in workers working in the context of paleo-soil resurgence, they
should be quarantined and surrounded by infectious diseases experts
rather than be transferred to a large city hospital unprepared to the
risk of spreading a re-emerging infection. It is essential to set up a
reporting organization within WHO and adapt industrial prospecting
to this risk. It could be only theoretical… but it becomes real each
times an anthrax epidemic arises; the 2016 epidemics got a world-
wide media attention because human cases were reported; it is proba-
ble that many people have died of similar epidemic before without us
knowing, in absence of reporting and… internet!

A similar concern should probably be extended to archaeologists
working on more recent periods. The isolation of Crimean-Congo hem-
orrhagic fever virus (CCHFV) protein elements in an Iron Age ceramic
(750–400 BCE) found in Germany [12] shows the excellent conserva-
tion of viral structures in another chrono-cultural and environmental
context. Does contact with 17th c. (1643–1665) Lithuanians mummies
infected with smallpox represent a risk of spreading a new epidemic?
[13] The laboratory was indeed specialized in past DNA, without any
of all the security means devoted to the most dangerous viruses (BSL4,
according to the classification of US Center for Disease Control and
Prevention)… [14]

In addition, some of these infectious agents have antibiotic resis-
tance capabilities that are absolutely frightening: the recently published
gutmicrobiome of an 11th c. AD pre-Columbian Andeanmummy put to
light Firmicutes as themost abundant bacterial group, with Clostridium
spp. comprising up to 96.2% of the mummified gut, while Turicibacter
spp. represented 89.2% of the bacteria identified in the paleofeces.
DNA sequences homologous to Clostridium botulinum, Trypanosoma
cruzi and human papillomaviruses (HPVs) were also identified.
Unexpectedly, putative antibiotic-resistance genes including beta-
lactamases, penicillin-binding proteins, resistance to fosfomycin,
chloramphenicol, aminoglycosides, macrolides, sulfa, quinolones,
tetracycline and vancomycin, and multi-drug transporters, were also
identified.

Similarly with this strain of Paenibacillus sp. LC231 resistant to 18
current antibiotics, found in Lechuguilla Cave, New Mexico (USA), an
isolated geological structure for about 4million years [15] Could archae-
ologists and speleologists be at-risk professions, vulnerable people, or “a
hazardous sport”, to use Nigel Barley's expression? [16].

What could be like a science-fiction novel nevertheless corresponds
to a real risk: itmight be quite possible to use archaeological (or paleon-
tological) materials to forge biological weapons for terrorist or criminal
purposes… Here, a crucial question arises: is there a real methodologi-
cal emergency? On the one hand to moderate the eagerness of re-
searchers to investigate without sufficient protection on the field and
in their laboratories, but also to isolate or safely seal all potentially
contaminated samples already stored? Or is all this only a hysteria and
unreasonable fear? If the first (legitimate?) reaction is that of the pre-
cautionary principle, it is clear that it cannot be applied to the entire
planet. Ideally, we could establish of a health watch with reporting to
the WHO of any atypical zoonosis occurring in a context of exposure
to non-contemporary geological layers. In other words, there is a need
for clairvoyance that does not prevent the pursuit of research activities
(without Pasteur and Koch's audacious work, perhaps we would still
hardly better understand infectious diseases than Aristotle?). So is it

notmore serene and serious to continue towork and gradually estimate
the risks that may be incurred?

3. Anthropological collections

Amuseum of anatomy, anthropology or history of medicine is com-
parable to a zoo or a biology laboratory. All artefacts presented to the
public and available to researchers are considered vulnerable entities
that are being cared for… but may present a real danger. Indeed, are
not anatomical (and biological collections, in the general sense of the
word), a reserve for the history of infectious agents, real bombs ready
to explode, from a sanitary point of view? Museums, laboratories and
storage areas are fragile infrastructures that need to be protected.

The risk of resurgence of infectious agents is real with all the ancient
biological preparations (skeletons, mummies, histological slides, organs
in fluid preparations) but also with all primitive art objects (headdress
with feathers, fetishes with human or animal blood, etc.). There is po-
tential for long-term preservation and bioavailability of perennial infec-
tious agents. Hence the need to protect against this risk of bio-terrorism.

The development of biohackers or “DIY biology” on the impulse of
Kay Aull (Boston, USA) shows that it is not necessary to have a large re-
search laboratory to work with infectious agents [17], including when
synthetizing a virus from scratch in the absence of natural template
[18]. This democratization of molecular biology goes hand in hand
with a risk of manipulation errors, external diffusion and disasters
(kind of apprentice wizards). If the biohackers' congress in London in
2011 set up a DIYbio Code of Ethics introducing responsibility and a
ban on “doing evil”… who do adhere to it, since it has no obligation
(total freedom of action)?

If “Statues also die” (to take the title of a famousfilm byAlain Resnais
and Chris Marker in 1953), statues are also sick and contagious. The
same applies to all anatomical, anthropological and biological (organic)
collections in general. The impetus for this massive displacement of po-
tential infectious agents was given at the end of the 18th century when
James Cook reported innumerable stuffed Pacific birds (infectedwith vi-
ruses, bacteria, fungi) and constituted a fashion for ornithological mu-
seums In Paris, London, Berlin, etc. Several millions will be transferred
from one environmental context to another within a few generations.

All the museum objects, potentially “alive”, are not behind a tight
showcase. Objects circulate between museums, collections are shipped
for analysis, jars or showcases are opened for restorations (addition of
preservation liquid, for example, change of container, etc.) or sampled
for research purposes. At each stage, there might be a risk of release of
infectious agents. When millions of visitors enter the National Museum
of Natural History (NYC) each year, there is a risk of extremely infec-
tious processes spreading to children (school groups), tourists, and the
general public in general, in addition to the researchers and restorers
themselves. Exhibition is exposure to a higher danger, almost like a san-
itary crisis: the object came out a long time from its reserve, with a prior
restoration with manipulation, and an increasing visibility and accessi-
bility. Museums should be considered as potential areas of contagion,
at risk of spreading infectious agents to a non-immune population.

Consequently, what can we do with the collections of ancient histo-
logical slides with tissue preparations of Spanish flu, anthrax, plague,
smallpox, Ebola? Do they entrust them to research laboratories special-
ized in the management of such samples (BSL4 laboratories)? Or leave
these samples in place by limiting access and/or bymakingmore secure
the already existing structures (airlock system, reserve in hypoxia,
etc.)? Is it necessary to decontaminate all primitive objects (projection
of DDT to kill wood parasites and/or exposure to ultra-violet, for exam-
ple), that is to say “fossilize” them at the risk of losing a significant
amount of information about the own history of the object or to destroy
a potential reserve of rawmaterial for basic research (mainly molecular
biology)? The Robert Koch Museum in Berlin (Germany) conserves
thousands of fixed blades corresponding to the missions of Robert
Koch in Africa… It is an example among many others, but what do we
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